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Message from the chairman
CIBART remains committed to working towards sustainable livelihoods of poor rural communities and
increasing ecological security for all through utilization of the natural resource – bamboo. This year,
2017-18, we focused on consolidating our interventions in the State of Uttar Pradesh. We also focused
on bamboo in construction and training and established three more common facility centres; one was
set up alongside the demonstration plot and nursery in Uttar Pradesh and two more in Gujarat.
During this year, training in production of new products, for local and wider markets continued; the
bamboo boat innovation has been scaled up with more training cum production activities and the
government has appropriated all 18 boats produced as a disaster risk reduction measure for three most
flood prone districts; A containerized tissue culture lab has been completed and shipped to
Madagascar, and a work order for another has been received from Indian Farm Forestry Development
Cooperative Limited' (IFFDC). Trainings in structures, crafts and furniture ae ongoing and such trainings
will eventually increase quantities consumed by the bamboo product manufacturing sector which may
be backwardly integrated in to more plantation. Bamboo biomass provides energy when burned as
firewood, processed into briquettes or pellets, or carbonized as charcoal which has a calorific value
similar many woods. And, the Uttar Pradesh State Bio-Energy Development Board is considering the
logistics of bamboo plantation within a 25 acre area for biomass.
India is the second largest bamboo-growing country in the world after China, but it contributes only 4
per cent to the global bamboo market while this resource proves employment to about 7.55 million
people (2013) in China. We are convinced technology, our knowledge and our innovations using
bamboo can effectively address livelihood, environmental and climate mitigation issues faced by India;
and we use global best practices to serve communities in effective and efficient utilization of this natural
resource.
I must acknowledge the invaluable contribution of our employees, external consultants and partner
organizations for their excellent teamwork; and also the financial support received from institutions –
both government and corporate, for helping make a difference in the lives of constrained rural
populations.
Dr I. V. Ramanuja Rao
Chairman
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CIBART’s Board
CIBART currently has four directors in its board
VISION
Livelihood development;

ecological security; and

economic development through

Name

Position

Mr. Sanjeev S Karpe

Director

Dr. Md. Selim Reza

Director

Mrs. K Rathna

Director

Mr. Suresh K Sharma

Director

Advisors
the sustainable use of bamboo

to build resilience of the poor

Dr. I V Ramanuja Rao

Founder & CEO

Mr. Rajeshwar Kumar Jain

Director-Corporate Affairs

CIBART’s Team
Chief Operations

through technology transfer and

K Rathna
Project Management

skill building for livelihood

security and to strengthen

resilience and adaptive capacity

Kalpesh Dhodia, Mahesh Kurmi, Hari Singh Rawat, Suraj
Singh, Mukesh Lal, Ankur Purohit, Rakesh Kumar, Richa
Singh, Christopher Samuel
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Ranbir Singh, Kalidass, Pappan Singh, Dhanveer Singh,
Sanjay Kumar, Trilok Chand, Deshraj Verma
Artisans & CRPs
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MISSION & OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of CIBART to be pursued by
the company on its incorporation are

Mission


To work with poor rural
communities towards reduction of
poverty and enhance resilience by
complementing/enhancing existing
livelihoods with resilient
alternatives, raising productivity
and incomes, thereby improving
quality of their lives.



To identify, create/strengthen
groups of
architects/engineers/entrepreneurs
working/interested in bamboo and
also to collaborate with technology
institutions, in India and overseas
and jointly develop value added
products and transfer these
technologies/techniques after
building capacities, skill
enhancement and training to poor
rural artisans so as to create/ensure
sustainable livelihoods.



To act as a catalyst to the bamboo
sector by undertaking collaborative
livelihood development activities in
bamboo resource development and
management, bamboo product
design and development, project
implementation, industrial
development, enterprise
development, community
development, technology transfer,
skills development, monitoring and
evaluation systems and marketing.

1. To identify, plan, undertake, coordinate
and support strategic development
activities on bamboo & cane and
related industries/ sector.

2. To help and coordinate activities of
organizations,

agencies

bodies

institutions

and

and
on

other
the

development and utilization of bamboo
& cane based products.

3. To facilitate the linking of scientific,
technical, management and financial
expertise with local partners with
relation to Bamboo, Cane and related
products.

4. To provide expert resources that bridge
scientific knowledge with local needs in
strategic areas of research, technology
transfer,

policy

formulation

and

information services for bamboo & cane
and related products / industries.

5. To promote bamboo & cane based
products and related technologies.

6. To provide consultancy, assistance and
research support to bamboo related
technology with regard to the setting up
and

structuring

of

bamboo-based

industries, cultivation and development
of bamboo made products.
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CIBART affiliates
Konkan Bamboo and Cane Development Centre (KONBAC)
KONBAC) is an independent non-profit organization which has developed into a self-sustaining
institutional ecosystem and has a fully developed facility for designing, prototyping and producing
premium bamboo products for Indian and international markets. It has in place mechanisms to link poor
bamboo producers to larger lucrative markets and has already emerged as a model that is being
emulated elsewhere in India and overseas. It has established several facilities/areas of expertise (both
infrastructure based and human resource) within the organization.

Tripura Bamboo and Cane Development Centre (TRIBAC)
TRIBAC is an innovative institutional model which provides community groups in Tripura with a stake in
livelihood development implementation. Since its inception in 2003, the community owned institution
has created a strong local support network of community groups and development professionals that
have enabled implementation of bamboo programmes in the state. The model has potential for
replication, across India and other countries.

Other non-profit subsidiaries
Like KONBAC for Maharashtra and TRIBAC for Tripura, CIBART has incorporated other state-oriented
not-for profit subsidiaries that will be developed in the future. These are for Arunachal, Jharkhand, and
Orissa.

Partners
Uttarakhand: Uttarakhand Bamboo & Fibre Development Board
Rajasthan: Jan Chetna Sansthan which works with 67,000 families.

Companies/social enterprises
NATIVE Briquetters Private Limited: Biomass briquettes production
Nature Friendly Briquetters Private Limited: Biomass briquettes production
NATIVE Konbac Bamboo Products Private Limited: Construction projects in India and Maldives
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Bamboo resource mapping and inventory in Northeast India
CIBART completed resource mapping of bamboo in three north eastern states of India. The project
addressed the lack of information on bamboo resources and informs about distribution, species
available, quality and volume, which prevented many industries from making more use of this resource.
CIBART completed an extensive resource assessment study at the gram panchayat (revenue villages) and
development block levels in three bamboo-rich states in this region. The study included assessment of
species available, quantity, quality in terms of commercial parameters, age-classification, price,
availability and supply feasibility and logistics of different bamboo species from farm and forest areas.
The study identified potential areas and partners for commercial bamboo supply and plantations, and
assessed compliance aspects across the supply chain.
Extensive telephonic surveys were made in local languages in addition to field research in all blocks and
at household levels in non forest areas. Discussions were held with the forest department. Information
was received from Gram Panchayat Heads. Field teams visited all blocks for face-to-face discussions
including measurements of available bamboo species for their suitability.

Assam
Survey results show that raising bamboo plantations in homesteads can be increased if market linkages
are established and with assured contracting. There are large farmers who could also grow more
bamboo of specified species. A few agencies are working in the state and provide technical support for
augmenting bamboo resources to help the rural poor adopt bamboo plantation. At present, the supply
chain has been developed outside the state due to lower consumption within the state after two major
paper mills closed down. There are several large traders in Assam who source bamboo from the state
and north eastern India. This is supplied all over India. Bamboo is transported by railway; one trader
sends two trainloads of bamboo a month. Primary processing is feasible but only within a 30 km radius
from the resource base; the industry being at the centre. Once value added and bulk density reduces
and transportation costs are reduced.

Nagaland
All rural households grow specific species of bamboo that are needed by them or which can be sold. So
far 46 species of bamboos have been reported in the state. The revival of Tuli Paper Mill and promotion
of other bamboo enterprises will increase demand for the resource as bamboo was earlier planted on
private land to supply the Tuli Paper Mill. Raising bamboo plantations in homesteads and farmland is
very feasible if there is a market linkage with assured contracting. Large traders in Assam source
bamboo from the NER but none from Nagaland.

Tripura
The study revealed a shift from bamboo cultivation to rubber plantation by the rural poor due to
economic returns and subsidy available. However, raising bamboo plantation and with intercropping in
homesteads and farmland is feasible if market linkages are developed with assured contracting. Major
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farmers could grow more bamboo. A few agencies are working in the state and provide technical
support for augmenting bamboo resources to help the rural poor adopt bamboo plantation. At present,
the supply chain has been developed outside the state. Large traders are not present in Tripura but this
is not a limitation. Tripura gets hundreds of truckloads of fish and other products; typically these have
gone filled with bamboo sticks or unscented sticks. The railway line is being upgraded to broad-guage
which means rakes of goods trains using which bamboo can be transported at a low rate. Once water
transport takes off, or through the Settle port in Myanmar, transport costs should fall as also time taken.
Primary processing is feasible but only within a 30 km radius from the resource base; the industry being
at the centre. Once value added and bulk density reduces and transportation costs are reduced.

Socio economic mapping of bamboo artisans in Uttar Pradesh
As part of the Tata Trusts funded project Bamboo resource development in the northern floodplains of
India, CIBART examined the socio-economic status of bamboo artisans engaged in making bamboo craft
products such as baskets, toys, fans, tokris, soops, ladders, and small decorative products in Bahraich
and surrounding districts during the year and in order to include them as beneficiaries under the AHVY
scheme of DC (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles, Govt. of India.
District Bahraich has more than 200 bamboo artisans engaged in bamboo craft working and 15 SHG
groups working in textile handloom, hand embroidery, and pottery. The Bansfod (Dokra) community use
bamboo for livelihood sustenance and primarily making baskets. During marriage and festival season,
they earn better income and most part of the year, the earnings are limited.
The study covered traditional bamboo artisans scattered through 9 villages in Bahraich and 10 villages in
Gorakhpur; 76 and 81 artisans from Bahraich and Gorakhpur district respectively were interviewed.
They were between 18-45 years of age. Data collected on socio economic parameters of 157 artisans
were analysed and documented. Structured interviews and focus group discussions elicited the overall
situation of these artisans. They are left out of development initiatives and struggle to meet subsistence
needs.

Findings
Artisans mainly make daliya and baskets, almost all make soops and some make cages and fencing.
Tokris for chappatis, racks, windows for huts are other products. They mainly use knives as tools.
As bamboo artisans have no other source of income, men. Women and often children are involved in
bamboo work. Artisans work from home, whenever they have free time in hand. There are centre based
workers who come to specific places for work sometimes for a specific time period. Some artisans work
in group of 2-5 at a specific place. The majority (a larger percentage in Gorakhpur) work between 6-10
hours a day in both districts.
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Treatment procedures are traditional and so bamboo has a life of between 2-7 years. With traditional
soaking, a non chemical method, bamboos have a life of 10 years. Only 24 artisans treat bamboo, mainly
by soaking. Artisans are generally unaware that treated bamboo has advantages when used for making
products.

There was little migration livelihood opportunities exist and income is gained from bamboo crafts and
products making work. Artisans lack of access to raw material, do not have infrastructure and are
unaware about market needs. There is a lack of co-ordination between government agencies, private
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players and donors, so artisans continue the time consuming age old practices for limited incomes.
Artisans sell products or make them to order. They do not participate in trade fairs and exhibitions, and
so have limited access to markets. CIBART facilitated the bamboo crafts and products development
trainings with 117 artisans and market oriented products have been taught to them.
On an average, the monthly income of the Bansfod community is around Rs. 5,800 in Bahraich and Rs.
6,700 in Gorakhpur district. The average family size is 4 members. CIBART also facilitated the data
collection for “Artisan Card” from the DC (Handicrafts) Office, Ministry of Textiles, Uttar Pradesh and
133 artisans received the artisan card from the Ministry.

Increasing the bamboo resource base
Awareness creation: camps and meetings
Bamboo awareness meetings were held with farmers in Kaiserganj and Rasia blocks for awareness
creation. All farmers who participated were interested in bamboo plantation and were looking forward
to receiving quality planting material and technical support in planting and harvesting. Meetings were
held with the CDO and DFO to facilitate bamboo plantation and training for SHG groups.

Farmer producer organization (FPO)
An orientation workshop on Farmer Producer Organization (FPO) was held to sensitize farmers and
discuss the concept of a bamboo FPO, the proposed activities, benefits and increased incomes, and new
and best practices on bamboo management. The workshop was held at the CIBART – Tata Trusts training
centre in Makhnipurwa village, Bahaich district. External consultant Dr. Agyeya was assisted by Mr.
Hemant Tiwari in conducting the workshop where legal compliances of FPO registration were
elaborated on. This FPO will increase opportunities in bamboo plantation and products in the long term.
A total of 130 farmers attended; they had limited knowledge of bamboo’s economic values and income
generation through it. They were surprised to see different bamboo based products and were made
aware of bamboo boats which rescued persons during floods. The FPO once registered, would also
facilitate employment opportunities and income generation of the farmers; it will enable farmers to
benefit from existing government schemes.

Model demonstration plot and nursery for bamboo species
CIBART developed a model demonstration site on 1.25 acres of land leased in Makhnipurwa village,
Bahraich district in November 2016.
Nursery in model demonstration plot
About 1,000 square feet of land were set aside for establishing a nursery to grow plants and nurture
seedlings. The nursery had a capacity of 25,000 plants. Initially 7 bamboo species were planted there.
With the aim of increasing bamboo plantations in the project area, farmers were given training on
developing nursery beds, mud mixing and polybag filling. Bambusa balcooa seeds were procured and
seeds were sown on the soil-bed. Rhizomes of D Longipathus and Bambusa Tulda (20 plants each) were
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brought from Tripura and nurtured in the nursery. Also 100 Bambusa bamboos plants were being
nurtured. Shade net nursery protects bamboo plants from excessive cold and direct sunlight.

Development in Nursery plot in Maknipurwa

Green shade net nursery
CIBART created a green shade net in the nursery using treated bamboo poles and 50 T Oliverii plants
were brought from Tripura and 12 tissue culture plants of Bambusa balcooa were nurtured in this
nursery. The Sub Divisional Magistrate (SDM) of Keiserganj, Mr. Pankaj Kumar visited the training centre
and inaugurated the Green Shade Net Nursery.





Nursery area – 1,000 sq feet
Current capacity 10,000 B. balcooa, 10,000 B. tulda and 3,000 B. pallida
150 bamboo poles were used to build the green shade net nursery; purchased from local traders
Net shade reduces the intensity of light by 50 per cent and this is the amount of sunlight is
required by the plants.
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Objectives of developing a model site


To demonstrate that bamboo can also grow along with existing agricultural crops without
hampering yield of agricultural crops and increase incomes through sale of poles.



To demonstrate that different species of bamboo can be grown in existing soil conditions with
proper management techniques.

Planting material
CIBART worked on the soil and arranged for a permanent source of irrigation. Seven bamboo species
were procured from northeast India for different purposes. Thrystostachus oliveri, Bambusa balcoo,
Dendrocalamus strictus, Dendrocalamus giganteus and Bambusa tulda were nurtured, rooted and
planted on the demo site. A total 264 bamboo plants of these were planted.
This demonstrated to local villagers as well various government officials from forest and agricultural
departments that bamboo can sustain in existing soil conditions.

Intercropping demonstrations
Bamboo is being intercropped with vegetable species at this site. Farmers were shown how
intercropping during this period can enhance sustainability and income by sharing resources – fertilizer,
irrigation, weeding, etc – with intercrops. Farmers were told how bamboo intercropping increased
organic content of soil and so crops need less fertilizer, pesticide, herbicides, and fungicide than annual
row crops such as tomatoes, peas, cauliflower, mustard, brinjal, onions, ginger, turmeric, cucumber,
chilly, pumpkin, corn and varieties of gourd. The bamboo canopy helps certain plant species grow
better; though thinning may be required as some crops need sunlight. It helps in reducing pests and
diseases in areas where monoculture has been practiced for a long time.
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Machan farming
Farmers have been shown how machan farming can increase land use productivity and now In nearby
villages – Teensoreti and Balrajpurwa – farmers are growing kundru using bamboo machans. Wood
decays in one season but bamboo last for 2-3 seasons.

Bamboo species intercrop with corn

cucumber intercrop with bamboo species

Bamboo species with pumpkin as intercrop
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Common facility centre
Gujarat
In addition to common facility centres at Ukai and Navsari, two common facility centres have been set
up in Vyara and Ahwa. The Ahwa unit is supported by CAMPA and is a bamboo cluster hub where 22
artisans have been trained and work full time. The cluster will be registered as a cooperative eventually.
CIBART provides support through maser trainers in designing, bamboo supply, and product making.
Various trainings, marketing and orders are all facilitated by CIBART.
The Vyara unit was supported for three months by Adani Foundation. This unit mainly showcases and
sells its products through CIBART’s retail outlet ‘The Bambu Shop’.

Uttar Pradesh
A workshop cum training centre measuring 8,000 sq ft was constructed with treated bamboo poles and
locally procured bamboo next to the nursery in Maknipurwa. The workshop has bamboo pole treatment
facilities, equipment and hand/mechanized tools for training cum production activities. It was
inaugurated on 7 Jul 2017 by Mr. R. P. Singh, Deputy Director, Agriculture Department, Bahraich. The
Sub Divisional Magistrate (SDM) of Kaiserganj, Mr. Pankaj Kumar and officials from Krishi Vigyan Kendra,
Bahraich attended the event.

.
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Mr. Pankaj Kumar, SDM-Keiserganj appreciated the efforts made by CIBART in establishing the training
centre for the bamboo value chain. Officials from Krishi Vigyan Kendra assured CIBART that they would
utilize this centre for farmers’ training.
The District Collector also visited CIBART-Tata Trusts CFC in Village Maknipurwa, Behraich, along with
other district officials on 18 July 2017. He has come to know that two coracle boats were used in flood
rescue work in August 2016 and asked the Additional District Magistrate to purchase 18 bamboo boats
which were developed during the training. They have been deployed for flood relief in Motipur,
Minipurwa, Boandi and Bakaina villages.

Facilities/services at CIBART – Tata Trusts CFC Makhnipurwa, Bahraich
1.
2.

Heat treatment equipment for processing bamboo poles and for preservation and preventing decay for 20 years
Equipment and tools for manufacturing bamboo products

Activities
a)
b)
c)
d)

Identification and selection of artisans
Identification of products for training cum production
Online orders facilitations
Order execution

Construction
CIBART Gujarat has moved beyond bamboo crafts and furniture production and now also specializes in
architecture and quality construction in bamboo. CIBART plans concepts, models structures and then
builds them on site. Products include gazebos, bridges, cottages, tree homes, and even entire eco
tourism villages.
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Bamboo bridge in Himalayan Forest Research Institute (HFRI)
CIBART constructed a bamboo bridge and a bamboo toilet in the HFRI campus, Potterhills, Shimla. A
team from CIBART’s Uttar Pradesh project oversaw the construction of these two structures and four
community resource persons have undertaken training on bamboo structures making.

Products
Tissue culture container labs
CIBART’s first ready-to-use plant tissue lab has been shipped to Madagascar. The lab includes power
backup – and is within a standard shipping container. It is based on the concept of plug and play. This
lab provides planting material to the area it is located in and beyond. It will be able to produce 100,000
plants annually once the culture base (propagating corpus) is built up. A second unit is being developed
for Indian Farm Forestry Development Cooperative Limited. Both labs are linked with and supported by
CIBART's plant tissue culture lab in Delhi where propagation protocols are developed, and mother
cultures are produced. Two trainers from Madagascar were completed two months intensive training on
TC lab procedures and plants multiplication technologies in Bangalore and New Delhi during April and
May 2017.

Training and exposure
Technical support
CIBART’s technical team from Gujarat visited the Maknipurwa training centre and held meetings with
the team and new recruits on scope of bamboo, plantation activity, intercropping, soil testing, farmers
training and structural applications. They also provided inputs on bamboo treatment, furniture
production, straightening and other technical aspects. Inputs were provided on market identification
for fast moving crafts and furniture products and production and financial planning also discussed.

Nursery Training
Ten men and 10 women farmers from Maknipurwa given an intensive training on nursery raising in the
CIBART – Tata Trusts training centre by the Nursery experts from Tripura and Bangladesh in September
2017 for 12 days. Planting rhizomes, developing seed beds, poly bag filling and planting in polybags was
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taught during the training. While T. oliverii responded well, D. hamiltonii and B. tulda were placed in
polybags were raised in the green shade net nursery due to cold winter.

Cluster development programme
CIBART’s cluster development programme originated from D-SAG’s tribal development programme
where the bamboo artisan cluster from the Kotwalia community, one of India’s 100 most backward
tribes, were trained and later employed in production units created for them. This year, one cluster in
Gujarat and eight in Uttar Pradesh were provided with skill development and training.
Gujarat
CAMPA
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In Ahwa, a cluster of bamboo crafts persons was developed with support from CAMPA. This cluster will
be registered as a cooperative by end 2018. CIBART provides design and product development support,
bamboo raw material of the required species, and master trainers. 22 artisans have been trained and
this cluster is engaged in making crafts and utility products on order or for CIBART’s bambsoo crafts
sales outlet, ‘The Bambu Shop’. Canara Bank, Vyara, organized the Women’s Day Celebration on 8th
march 2018 and gave gifts to women artisans.
Adani Foundation
The Foundation supported in developing a cluster of tribal youth in Tapi District through in-depth
training followed by on the job training on bamboo furniture making. An exposure visit was organized
for trainees at CIBART’s training cum production centre at Ukai, where they learnt about different
bamboo machines and treatments. They were visited the bamboo plantation at Ukai. The activity
enabled youth to produce bamboo furniture at the end of three months training. They were trained to
make mainly household, office and restaurant furniture.
Training was given on making bamboo stools, fins, ceiling frames, walls, school desk and on various
prototypes of bamboo chairs. This activity also provided an opportunity for a final year student from M.S
University’s Faculty of Fine Arts to work on his final design project where he developed a design for a
bamboo chair and other small articles
This project attracted visitors from the development sectors and trade. The Member Secretary, Kerela
State Bamboo Mission, Deputy Manager, Kerala Bureau of industrial Promotion and the founder,
Aadivasi Ekta Vikas Parisad were among those who visited.
During the training cum production process, artisan executed major orders for Jai Khodiyar Kathiwadi
restaurant, Bardoli, and an architect’s office at Vyara an order received through Adani Foundation.
Uttar Pradesh
The Block Development Officer facilitated a one month handicraft training for 8 women from a National
Rural Livelihoods Mission cluster in the training centre in Maknipurwa. This women’s cluster were living
near the training centre. They were trained to make pen stands, flower pots and wall mounted picture
frames.
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Eight other clusters were developed for artisans to improve their skills in bamboo crafts through
training. Artisans have little or no land holding and do not have any alternative livelihood opportunities.
They do multiple jobs to earn their livelihoods other than working as wage labors in agricultural field.
Skill building helped artisans generate incomes using locally available bamboo. Artisans were trained in
small utility product making such as sieves, tokris, dala etc. Since they make products on order or for
seasonal requirements such as rites or wedding ceremonies, they have hand on experience with hand
tools. Therefore, it was easy to train then in new market driven bamboo craft products.
Two master trainers of CIBART organized the training with the artisans. Raw materials were procured
from local markets at the start of the training program. Community members were trained in value
addition through technical and design interventions. The program aimed to provide artisans with skills
to train other artisans in their villages to have a multiplier impact over a period of time.
Outcomes:
 Artisans enhanced their skills on bamboo crafts making.
 Artisans learnt to use appropriate design and technology for making bamboo craft products.
 Artisans learned about the domestic market and developing market driven utility products to
increase their market share.
 Artisans learned to use improvised tools to ensure smooth and close finishing to make craft
products more attractive for the markets.
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Odisha
Skill enhancement program:
Indian Farm Forestry Development Cooperative (IFFDC) as a CSR initiative required CIBART to conduct
training to increase incomes of farmers by generating alternative opportunities through environmental
sound practices to make cooperative societies economically robust. The cluster was in Charigochia
village, Jajpur district, Orissa. Farmers have limited land holding and do not have any alternative
livelihood opportunities other than working as wage labour on agricultural fields. IFFDC has established
a training centre for community members on sewing and other skill building activities and 47 such
interventions have been completed. The training was conducted for the first time on bamboo for
enhancing incomes.
Local villagers were unaware of the potential of bamboo; that it could be used to make crafts, furniture,
boats, structures and other utility items even though, in Charigochia village, every household has 4-5
bamboo clumps which are used for hut construction; only 10-15 poles are sold in a year at Rs. 100 each.
CIBART technical coordinator Mr. Hari Singh Rawat and two master trainers from Uttarkashi and
Chamoli districts, Uttarakhand provided the one month training to the farmers. Consumables were
procured from Cuttack and poles locally.
All craft workers were given various tools and oriented on their use by master trainers. Selection of
bamboo according to the product was taught along with knot removing, slivering, cutting, skin
removing, etc. with these tools. Then they learnt weaving. They were trained on making dustbins, flower
plots, pen stands, posters, roti boxes, sieves, lamp shades, square boxs, pooja tokris, model structures,
etc. Craft workers were also trained on coloring of products to make them more attractive to the
market.
The training activity helped trainees learn and adopt skills on craft making with the aim of value addition
through technical and design interventions and weaving methods. This would help them train other
artisans thus spreading skills and knowledge with a multiplier impact over time. At the end of the
training CIBART distributed certificates for participation and successful completion of the training.
Outcomes









Training on bamboo craft making provided to 24 (22 male and 2 female) artisans.
Skills of farmers built on craft products through design and technology interventions.
Participants learnt use of improvised tools for making better crafts products.
They selection of bamboo, knot removing, slivering, skin peeling, cutting, making effective use of
tools, colouring, weaving and converting bamboo into value added products.
They learnt how to make attractive market driven products. They learnt that this would allow
them access to new markets with new and attractive products, thereby ensuring growth and
employment.
Improved quality and productivity enable them to access a larger market segment.
Crafts workers were positive about the training and experiences in working with bamboo.
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Number of Clusters

Village name

No. of
artisans

1

GulamAlipura, Chawanichauraha, Near
PanchaytiMandir, Darghasarif road,
Bahraich

13

1

vill. Ranipurwa, Sharavasti

18

1

Vill. Makhnipurwa

8

1

vill. Maknipurwa, Bahraich

10

1

Vill. Teen SauReti,Godahiya No.03,
Bahraich

21

1

vill. Balrajpurwa, Bahraich

15

1

Risia, Sisai salon, Bahraich

11

1

Giloula, Shrawasti

12

1

Majhara Mungla

11

Ukai Unit

22

1

Navsari

28

1

Vyara

20

1

Ahwa

22

Charigochia village, Jajpur district

24

1

1

State

Gujarat

Odisha

Handicrafts/products trainings
A 5 day training program was conducted with HFRI, Shimla on crafts under the Skill India Mission. In
addition in Uttar Pradesh, crafts trainings are being conducted regularly at the training centre. In
addition to crafts trainings, trainings are being provided to farmers on making onion storage units. So
far, 108 onion storage units have been built.

Furniture trainings
CIBART has facilitated a two weeks training on furniture at MS University Baroda. Furniture making
training was conducted for 10 artisans from Purena and Maknipurwa villages in Bahraich at the training
centre in Maknipurwa village. Bambusa pallida was procured from northeast India for production of
three furniture items - inverter table (stand), bed and table.
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Boat making training
The training was held in the CIBART - Tata Trusts training Centre in Maknipurwa village, Bahraich and
was conducted by Mr. Perumal and Mr. Paramasivam, expert trainers from Hoghenakkal, Tamilnadu for
16 days. The species used was Bambusa tulda and slivers were procured from Silguri in northeast India.
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At the end of the training 19 boats were built. 12 persons participated in this training, of which 10 were
between 22-25 years. Two demonstrated superior skills and on completion of the training, both were
give full time employment in the training centre. A programme was held on the concluding day and the
Fakharpur BDO awarded certificates to all trainees.
Subsequently, 18 boats were appropriated by the District Administration and deployed in three flood
prone villages in August 2017.

KSBM furniture and structure training
KSBM – Kerala bamboo Mission has identified CIBART to impart training to their trainers for furniture
and structure and required CIBART to conduct a training of trainer (ToT) activity for master crafts men
from the Mission. The training assessed skill gaps of the artisans and includes conceptualizing, the
design process and creating components – from conceptual drawing to preparing each component –
using a step-wise process for both building structures and construction, and furniture making. This 15
days skills enhancement and ToT was completed in February 2018.

Workshops and outreach
Faizabad Forest Department workshop
CIBART conducted a workshop on 21st March 2018, World Forest Day, for bamboo artisans in the
Kumarganj Forest Range, Faizabad. Dr. Ravi Kumar, DFO Faizabad District, CIBART’s COO Mrs. K Rathna,
Craft trainer and CIBART’s Regional Coordinators from Himachal Pradesh and Bahraich were present.
Prof. Jeet Singh Sandhu, Vice Chancellor, Narendra Dev University of Agriculture and Technology,
Faizabad was the Guest of Honour and over a 100 bamboo artisans participated in the workshop.
The workshop educated bamboo artisans on enhancing income of bamboo farmers and artisans in the
district. CIBART trainer from Himachal Mr. Trilok Chand demonstrated the use of tools for making craft
products and also the craft products. CIBART’s COO Mrs. K. Rathna talked about the potential of
bamboo and introduced the TATA TRUST funded project on bamboo resource development in the
northern floodplains of India. Mrs. Richa Singh, Research and Documentation officer talked about
CIBART’s activity and our direct engagement with farmers and artisans of UP and Gujarat on various
training programs such as craft, furniture training, bamboo plantation management, nursery
development. Further, Dr. Ravi Kumar, DFO Faizabad explained how farmers could be benefited by
planting bamboo species in their farm areas and homestead and can generate alternate livelihood
opportunities.
Prof Jeet Singh Sandhu, Vice Chancellor of NDUAT spoke on intercropping of bamboo with other
agricultural crops species without affecting yield of main crop.
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Video shoot
YES Foundation invited entries for a video film completion. The video were meant to depict change in
people’s lives due to outcomes of a project. CIBART organized a video shoot in Bahraich where the Tata
Trusts funded project had contributed to change in lives. Raw footage was shot on bamboo resources –
unmanaged and on farmers’ lands; inside the nursery, in the hardening area and also of production
processes in making bamboo handicrafts. Two videos made, one on bamboo boats and the other on
sustainable and scalable production activities.

Kissanmela
At the KVK Kissanmela, in Bahraich CIBART was allotted a stall to showcase a bamboo boat, bamboo
furniture, bamboo crafts and planting material. During discussions visitors learned how to increase
income from bamboo plantations and the scope of bamboo for making various products including
bamboo boats, crafts, furniture and structures.

Festival of Innovation and Entrepreneurship (FINE)
FINE is a unique initiative of the Office of the President of India to recognise, respect and reward
grassroots innovations and foster a supportive ecosystem. It was hosted in the month of March at The
President’s House from March 19-21, 2018 at Rashtrapati Bhavan.
FINE 2018 provided CIBART a platform to showcase innovations – bamboo furniture, crafts and a
bamboo long boat. In addition display collaterals explained the benefits of house hold charcoal for
women; bamboo briquetting and activated chafrcoal in energy generation; the concepts of rural crowd
funding and NGO-Community-Professionals in partnership; and bamboo school desks.
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